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Abstract:A coin is a small, flat, a round or quadrangular piece of metal/alloy widely used as a medium of exchange/legal tender 

issued by the government. They are designed and standardized in weight produced in large quantities at a mint in order to 

facilitate transactions and business. Considering the same importance, it becomes very necessary to different to differentiate 

between real and counterfeited coins. The proposed system uses various fundamentals of artificial neural network and genetic 

algorithm to perform the said task in just no time, without compromising the quality of image. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Detection of coins originality is the matter of prime concern as it is widely used at various places such as retail stores, wholesale 

stores, game parlors, parking slots ,temples, ticket vending machines in zoo’s and parks. In this process of coin identification the 

coin is inserted into the detector machine where different characteristics like size, shapes on the coins, color of the coin, 

metal/alloys used for the formation or identification marks such as name of kingdom, dynasty, duration, etc are first identified 

wherein various tests are conducted. These tests are effective in identifying the coin value as a currency. In this said research, it is 

observed that one can identify between fake coins and counterfeited coins. Here we are implementing a novel approach using 

artificial neural network where we have used genetic algorithm giving best solution to the optimization problems using the 

principles of inheritance, mutation ,selection and crossover techniques. 

In this process of coin identification we provide a real time captured image or pre-compiled set of images as an input. Once, the 

input image is available, we apply various image enhancement techniques to improve the quality of image. Then, we apply image 

segmentation technique to get images in pieces for coin identification. Finally we use genetic algorithm to design artificial neural 

network so that identification of coins become simpler. 

In the proposed methodology, we are using various techniques such as filter method, wavelet method, segmentation outcomes, 

Histogram outcomes which proves that the stated methodology produces better results when compared with pre-existing methods. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The paper presented [1] to distinguish between Euro coins and non-Euro coins using a correlation approach. The field-

programmable gate arrays technique is used to implement efficient hardware of correlation approach for the detection of Euro 

coins. In the proposed technique, database images of all Euro coins are stored in memory segment and these images are compared 

with the stored database images. Depending on this, acceptance or rejection of coins is done at high speed. Another option is also 

available to add or remove coin images using the field-programmable gate arrays technique. The achievement of the proposed coin 

validation technique is that it exploits multiple methods as working in equivalent with the reason of Euro coin recognition at up to 

the standard presentation. 

The individual country has its currencies to exchange supplies and services. In recent days, the utilization of paper or note 

currencies are increased speedily as it is easy to transfer as compared to coin currencies. So, need for fake currency identification 

system is required to find out the fake currencies. There are several characteristics to detect fake currency but practically it is not 

possible to accurately detect the fake currency. The authors [2] proposed a system in which several characteristics are added to 

provide more safety against fake currencies. The proposed system can be globally accepted for the identification of fake currencies. 

As image processing technique is employed gives improved cost-efficient and extremely capable currency identification system. 

Also, the image processing technology makes the fake currency identification procedure easier and quicker than the conventional 

available systems. 
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Figure: Stages Of Currency Identification System 

 

But the problem is that these dots may be damaged or disappear with the utilization of currency. So, there is a requirement to 

design a system to identify the currency notes accurately by the blind person. The authors [3] proposed a currency identification 

system with expanded different methods to identify paper currencies allowing a blind person to feel secure while dealing in goods 

and services. The working of the proposed system comprises camera-based image acquisition, pre-processing (skew correction, 

segmentation, and detection of the edges), and feature extraction (color, counting the number of embossed dots). The output of the 

proposed system shows an overall identification efficiency of more than 97%. 

For the identification of Indian currency notes whether it is genuine or duplicates, the automatic Indian currency system is 

proposed by the authors. In the Indian market duplicate currencies of 100, 200, 1000 and 2000 rupees increase rapidly in 

exchanges. Such problems are arising due to technology like color printing and duplicating of these currencies.The proposed 

system [4] is based on an image processing technique for the identification of duplicate Indian currency notes. First, the image 

acquisition process is done on the currency note and pre-processing is done on the image.  

 

 
 

In pre-processing stage some operations like smoothing, edge cutting is done and the image is then converted into a greyscale 

image. Feature extraction and reduction are done in the feature extraction segment. Finally, this image is compared with the real 

currency image to identify whether the currency is genuine or duplicate. 

In today's era, automatic technology has become an essential part of the human being. For all monetary organizations and 

banking fields where currency exchange is concerned, an automatic currency recognition system needs to deal with the duplicates 

currencies available in the market. This paper [5] presented a novel currency identification technique using computer visualization. 

Indian currencies have some unique characteristics like shape, color, and some unique recognition marks.Initially, the feature 

relation and leading color of the paper currency are taken out. Each paper note has some unique identity marks on it, the 

segmentation of these marks is done by an artificial neural network.Fourier descriptors are utilized for feature extraction. 

Finally, the developed identification technique is employed to recognize the face value of the paper currency. The experimental 

results show that the proposed technique requires an average processing time of 2.48 seconds with an efficiency of 98%. 

Visible and non-visible marks play an important role in the identification of the paper currency and this identification capability 

is mostly affected by features extraction. Using the k-nearest neighbour classifier, the authors [6] proposed a system for automatic 

categorization of paper currency in prototype identification. This technique is based on Gray level matrix co-occurrence. In the first 
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step, the skew improvement is to apply to the rotated image if needed. The process of pre-processing is done in the second step. In 

the next step, features extraction will be done by Gray level matrix co-occurrence. Lastly, the k- nearest neighbour classifier is 

employed for the identification of paper currency. The identification approach presented indicates the proposed technique is the 

most efficient strategy of recognizing paper currency prototypes to fetch their face value. 

 

 
 

                                            Figure :  Paper Currency Identification 

 

A currency identification system is presented based on the assembly neural network technique. The negative correlation 

teaching is employed on an individual neural network to work this individual together on the different portions of the input 

prototype. As time goes on, new currencies are introduced in the market. The available currencies comprise new, old and noisy. 

Many of the machines deny identifying or recognize these currencies. The authors [7] proposed the assembly neural network-based 

system to identify them. The authors performed their experiment on Bangladeshi currencies (TAKA). The sample image of 

currency is first converted into a grey image and then compressed to the required range. Every pixel value of the compressed image 

is given as input to the system. The proposed technique is capable of detecting old and very noisy images. Also, the assembly 

neural network technique is helpful for the categorization of different currencies.  

In the Indian market, paper notes are widely used for money transaction as it provides simplicity, privacy and absolute control. 

Paper currencies are more popular than coin currencies employing the worth exchange. In financial institutions and banking sectors, 

currency identification has become an important task in this field. For automatic currency identification several traditional 

techniques are available but most of them containing some inaccuracy due to contamination and downgrading experienced by the 

currency during the exchange. Based on the extraction of inherent characteristics of the currency, an automatic Indian currency 

identification system is proposed. In the proposed work [8] the authors utilized the image processing technique to extract the 

inherent features for paper currency identification and estimated the distinguishing capability of these characteristics of Indian 

currency. 

Nowadays, increasing fake currencies is a huge problem worldwide. Approximately every nation has been badly exaggerated 

by this which has become very sensitive trouble. The authors proposed a hybrid image processing technique for the identification of 

Indian currencies [9]. The Indian notes features are extracted by the image processing technique and these features are saved in 

MATLAB. The extracted features are then matched with the sample currency images to identify whether the currency is fake or 

real. The identification of notes is done by the main component and limited binary prototypes examination. The limited binary 

prototypes are widely used for texture analysis and comparison functions. The main component analysis is used for learning 

functions. The proposed system is portable and is capable of identifying the note anywhere. 

The main intention of the currency identification method is to identify the note currency by applying different techniques to it. 

Currency identification is nothing but a kind of application of pattern recognition that has been applied in several application fields. 

The identification of note currency whether it is real or duplicate depends on its characteristics. Due to utilizing for a long instant, 

note currency possibly is infected by noises. Many times, it is not possible for the system to identify ragged and noisy currency 

images. The authors proposed a Bangladeshi note currency identification system [10]. First, the noted currency images are taken 

and every image is divided into three different phases. Filtering is applied at each phase. Lastly, the RGB image is retrieved from 

the red, green and blue phases. This RGB image is useful for providing several characteristics like boundary and grey level co-

occurrence matrix. Characteristics of the input image and computed image are compared to find out the Euclidean distance of 

features. The least possible distance gives the required result. 

For the banking system, automatic techniques for the identification of paper currency with good efficiency and high processing 

speed have become the most important application. In the paper currency identification method, the feature extraction from 

currency images is the most common problem in many conventional techniques. For high-quality feature extraction from the 

currency images, the authors proposed a new block limited binary prototype approach based on the conventional limited binary 

prototype. The proposed approach [11] is simple and has a high speed of identification. The outputs of the proposed technique 

show that it has a good identification rate and shows toughness against noise and lightning change.The need for currency 

identification system based on artificial intelligence is needed in many banking applications like digital banking system, currency 

identification system and to recognize duplicate currency notes. It is essential for the identification system that the currency must be 
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recognized from each region and each direction. This paper [12] presented the Rupiah currency identification technique based on 

the Gabor wavelet. The ultraviolet image differentiates between real and fake currency, as under ultraviolet ray’s genuine currency 

shows some characteristics in specific regions. The authors utilized three scales Gabor bank and eight orientations subspace limited 

binary prototype classifier in the identification process. The outputs of the demonstration show that the proposed technique has near 

about 99% of the average identification rate for the Rupiah currency image. 

Currently, more than 185 currencies are exchanging in the world. Every currency has a difference in features like dimension, 

texture and color. For any human, it is not possible to identify the genuine currency from fake or duplicate one. In this paper, an 

automated currency identification system is proposed by the authors based on an image processing technique.  

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

The coin identification is the fundamental process used in the coin detector device to identify whether the coins are genuine or 

counterfeited. Such devices are widely used at the places like super markets, retail shops, gaming zones, automated parking 

systems, fair collecting machines, travel ticket vending machines, bus or train ticket vending machines and even at temples and at 

many other places. In the process of coin identification, coin is inserted in to the coin detector machine, based on different 

characteristics of the coin, like size, shape, color, weight, symbolic identifications marks on the coins, inscription, mint mark and 

other significant parameters, various tests are conducted. Due to such tests, first of all it becomes possible to detect the 

counterfeited coins and identify the coin value as a legal tender. 

As of now various techniques are proposed by different researchers to detect the counterfeited coins and identify the coins 

value. In our research work we have implemented the effective coin identification system using Artificial Neural Network. In the 

said work we used heuristic approach of the Genetic Algorithm which belongs to the class of the evolutionary algorithm and imitate 

the natural evolution. Genetic algorithms give solution to the optimization problems using inheritance, mutation, selection and 

crossover techniques. 

In the process of the coin identification using the proposed technique, the input image of the coin is given as input. This image 

can be real time image captured using camera arrangement or it can be pre-compiled set of images. The input image can be in any 

format. In the next step, the quality of the image is improved using image enhancement technique and then image segmentation is 

done so far to get the image in pieces for identification of coin in steps, according to the predefined different characteristics of the 

coins in the test. Lastly, genetic algorithm is used to design Artificial Neural Network architecture for effective identification of 

coin. 

Outcome of the implementation at different levels of coin detection that is image enhancement outcome for different filter and 

wavelet method, histogram outcome, segmentation outcomes, neural network training and testing performances are compared 

which prove the proposed technique and the assumptions are giving better performance as compared to the cited results. 

Figure: Flowchart of Proposed system
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Through the title Efficient Identification of Coins using Soft Computing Technique, we have designed system using fundamentals 

of Artificial Neural Network. We have designed the said system to precisely identify Australian coins. Images of these currencies 

are feed as input. The input images can be feed to the system in different file format. The coins have standard weight, specific 

dimensions and got some unique texture. Each denomination is imprinted with some unique id code which indicates year in which 

it is produced and some special marks which designates specific mint where it is produced in specific country. Such 

denominations are produced in very large quantities and are used as legal tender in respective country.. Subsequent section 

discloses outcome of the Enhancement using Gabor, Haar and Daubechies Filter for Australian Dollar. In the process of the coin 

identification using the proposed technique, the input image of the coin is given as input. This image can be real time image 

captured using camera arrangement or it can be pre-compiled set of images. In our system we are giving pre-compiled set of 

images for training and testing purpose. The input image can be in any format. The subsequent table indicates the sample input 

images used for identification purpose. 

 

               

 

               Table 4.1 Outcome of the Enhancement using Gabor, Haar and Daubechies Filter for Australian Dollar 

Country Input Image Enhancement 

using Gabor Filter 

Method 

Enhancement 

using Haar 

Wavelet Method 

Enhancement 

using Daubechies 

Method 

Australia 

    

PSNR Values 20.7326 69.6914 15.9721 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 

The proposed system is used for the precise identification of Australian coins and has been designed using the artificial neural 

network approach. Various Australian coins have been provided as the input to the system. It was observed that coins have been 
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identified and tested using proper enhancement and application of the genetic algorithm. Obtained results of various stages were 

observed and it is concluded that the proposed system shows 100% accuracy. 
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